# Year 11 Book List 2016

## RESOURCE LIST

### ANCIENT HISTORY
- **No Text Required**

### BIOLOGY
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf ........................................ $2.05 1  P50046
- Biology - An Australian Perspective (2nd edn) [Lorand et al.] $19.00 2  P10077
- Huskey & Margaret [Walter] ........................................... $1.00 3  P06575
- Biozone Year 11 Biology Student Workbook [Allen].......... $39.95 3  P06575

### BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
- IB Course Book: Oxford Business & Management 2014 $66.95 4  P04765
- [Murchan et al] .............................................................. $1.35 5  P51215

### CHEMISTRY
  Students are to purchase a subscription through
  www.cengagebrain.com.au
- Select Refill for a minimum of 2 or 3 years from $100.95
- Pocket Plastic 11 Hole A4 Pkt 10 ................................. $1.15 6  P56328
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf ........................................ $2.05 7  P50046

### DRAMA
- Black Drama Pants (S.M.L) .......................................... $2.30 22  
  (To be purchased from the Bird and Bush Retail Centre)
- Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic .......................... $1.35 8  P51215

### ECONOMICS
- Year 11 Economics 2016 (Textbook/CD/Workbook) .......... $77.00 9  P05767
- Pack [Tim Riley] ............................................................ $1.35 10  P51215
- (New Edition for 2016)
- 2 x Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic each $1.35 .... $2.70 10  P51215

### ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
- Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic .......................... $1.35 11  P51215
- Engineering Studies - Student Workbook Stage 6 [John 30.00 12  P10227
  Rochford] .....................................................................

### ENGLISH
- Great Gatsby The (Penguin Modern Classic) [F Scott Fitzgerald] $14.95 13  P02038
- Couchie: Play in Four Acts (Penguin Modern Classic) ...... $19.95 14  P02915
  [Arthur Miller]

### FRENCH
- Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic .......................... $1.35 15  P51215
- Earphones Stereo Ultra Lightweight With Adapter ......... $9.95 16  P90345
- Tapis Volant Senior - Student Book [Inc CD+Grammar] $87.95 17  P02939
- Tapis Volant Senior - Workbook & DVD [Jane Zemiro].. $41.50 18  P02840

### GEOGRAPHY
- 2 x Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic each $1.35 .... $2.70 19  P51215
- Senior Geography for Queensland Book 1 text/BookPLUS (2E) [Doddi et al] $74.95 20  P11361
- QLD Senior Geography Book 2 text/BookPLUS (2nd Edn) [Meyer] $74.95 21  P12599

### GERMAN
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf ........................................ $2.05 22  P50046
- Genau Senior - Student Bk (Incl Grammar Booklet) $67.95 23  P01016
- [Kamps] ...........................................................................
- Genau Senior - Workbook & DVD (Rev edn) ................... $39.95 24  P01001
- Collins German Dictionary and Grammar (7th edn) .......... $31.99 25  P02361
- [Collins] Reprint from previous year. Only new students to purchase.
- Schaun's Outline of German Grammar (5th ed).............. $31.95 26  P05655
- [Gschossmann] .............................................................. $1.15 27  P05655

### I.T.S.
- **No Text Required**

#### ITALIAN
- Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic .......................... $1.35 27  P51215
- Complete Italian Verb Book [Guarnuccio] ...................... $34.25 29  P08043
- Schaun's Outline of Italian Grammar (4th edn) [Germani]  $31.95 30  P05556

### JAPANESE
- **No Text Required**
- Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic .......................... $1.35 31  P51215

### LEGAL STUDIES
- Legal Studies For Queensland : Vol 1 (7th Edn) .......... $77.00 32  P08514
- [Woodgate] ..................................................................
- Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic .......................... $1.35 33  P51215

### MATHS A
- Calculator Texas Graphic TI-84 plus incl. USB Link ........ $197.25 34  P55270
- Exercise Book Olympic 225x175mm 240 Page 8mm .... $2.50 35  P51211
- Exercise Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic ..................... $1.10 36  P51136
- QLD New QMaths 11A (Print & 4 YR eBook) (3E) ......... $79.95 37  P05617

### MATHS B
- Mathematics For Queensland Yr 11B (8th Ed) .......... $82.95 39  P00372
- [Adamson El Al] ............................................................
- Calculator Texas Graphic TI-84 Plus incl. USB Link .... $197.25 40  P55270
- Exercise Book Olympic 225x175mm 240 Page 8mm .... $2.50 41  P51211
- Exercise Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic ..................... $1.10 42  P51136
- QLD New QMaths 11C (Print & 4 YR eBook) (3E) ......... $79.95 43  P05617

### MATHS C
- Calculator Texas Graphic TI-84 Plus incl. USB Link .... $197.25 44  P55270
- Exercise Book Olympic 225x175mm 240 Page 8mm .... $2.50 45  P51211
- Exercise Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic ..................... $1.10 46  P51136
- QLD New QMaths 11C (Print & 4 YR eBook) (3E) ......... $79.95 47  P05617

### MODERN HISTORY
- Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic ........................ $1.35 48  P51215
- GCSE Modern World History (2nd edn) [Walsh]............ $78.95 49  P01119

### MUSIC
- In Tune With Music Bk 3 - Student Book [Dornisctt et al] $87.50 50  P09764
- Seeing Ear - Student Book [Thackray] ......................... $38.95 51  P03855

### PHILOSOPHY
- AQA Philosophy AS Student Book [Rawlinson et al] .... $61.50 54  P01508

### PHYSICAL EDUCATION
- Binder A4 2D Ring PVC 25mm Black ......................... $4.10 55  P56110
- 2 x Pocket Plastic 11 Hole A4 Pkt 10 each $1.15 ......... $2.30 56  P56328
- Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic ...................... $1.35 57  P51215
- QLD Senior Physical Education (3rd edn) [Glen Amedrez et al] $79.99 58  P10273

### PHYSICS
- Pocket Plastic 11 Hole A4 Pkt 10 ............................... $1.15 59  P56328
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf ........................................ $2.05 60  P50046
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*INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE – DIPLOMA PROGRAMME*

### IB BIOLOGY
- IB Course Book: Oxford Biology 2014 Coursebook [Aldott & Mindoff] $76.95 65 | P04759
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf $2.05 67 | P50046

### IB BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
- IB Course Book: Oxford Business & Management 2014 $66.95 68 | P04765
  - [Muchena et al]__________

### IB CHEMISTRY
- IB Course Book: Oxford Chemistry 2014 Coursebook $76.95 69 | P04766
  - [Brian Murphy]
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf $2.05 71 | P50046

### IB ENGLISH
- Hamlet (Folger Library Shakespeare) [William Shakespeare] $12.99 72 | P06523
- The Sound Of Waves [Yukio Mishima] $14.99 73 | P06517
- Rosenzweig & Guldenstern are Dead [Faber Plays] $24.95 74 | P02469
  - [Tom Stoppard]
- Shooting an Elephant & Other Essays (P/B) [Orwell (Intro. Piarrison)] $19.95 75 | P03949
  - The Reader (P/B) [Bernhard Schlink] $19.99 76 | P10889
  - Fight Club (P/B) [Chuck Palahniuk] $19.99 77 | P00918
  - To Live (P/B) [Yu Hua] $19.99 78 | P01504
  - Accidental Tourist (P/B) [Tyler] $19.99 79 | P01907

### IB FRENCH
- No Text Required

### IB GEOGRAPHY
- IB Course Book: Geography [Nagle & Cooke] $61.95 90 | P05909

### IB GERMAN
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf $2.05 61 | P50046
- Collins German Dictionary and Grammar (7th edn) [Collins] $31.99 82 | P02361
- Retain from previous year. Only new students to purchase.
- Deutsch im Einsatz Schulbuch - Student Book [Katrin S. & Neumann] $79.15 83 | P08808
- Fox et al (Deutscher Ed.) $19.99 84 | P01016
- Genau Senior - Student Bk (Incl Grammar Booklet) [Kamphues] $67.95 84 | P01016
  - Genau Senior - Workbook & DVD (Rev edn) [Kamphues] $39.95 85 | P01001

### IB HISTORY
- GCSE Modern World History (2nd edn) [Walsh] $78.95 86 | P01119

### IB ITALIAN
- Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic $1.35 87 | P51215
- Collins Italian Dictionary & Grammar (In Colour) [3rd edn] [Collins] $28.89 88 | P07077
- Complete Italian Verb Book [Guarnuccio] $34.25 89 | P08004
- Schaum’s Outline of Italian Grammar (4th edn) [Germano] $31.95 90 | P05556

### IB MATHEMATICS SL
- Mathematics SL (Text & CD) [Haese et al] $67.10 91 | P01815

### IB MUSIC
- Music an Appreciation 9th Edition
  - (To be purchased from the Bird and Bush Retail Centre)
  - 2 x Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic each $1.35. $2.70 92 | P51215

### IB PHILOSOPHY
- IB Course Book: Oxford Philosophy Being Human 2014 $53.95 93 | P05967
  - [Le Nezet et al]__________

### IB PHYSICS
- Lecture Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf $2.05 94 | P50046
- Graph Pad A4 7mm 70 Leaf $1.70 95 | P55669
- IB Course Book: Oxford Physics 2014 Coursebook $75.95 96 | P08972
  - [Bowen-Jones & Homer]__________
  - Optional
- Problems In Physics (3rd edn) (A72035) [Ernest Gardner et al] $50.50 98 | P02340
  - Optional, but recommended

### IB THEATRE
- Block Drama Pants (S,M,L) [To be purchased at the Bird and Bush Retail Centre]
  - Binder Book A4 8mm 96 Page Olympic $1.35 99 | P51215

### IB THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE
- IB Course Book: Theory of Knowledge (2nd edn) $64.95 100 | P02951
  - [Eleen Dombrowski et al]

### IB VISUAL ARTS
- Canson Visual Diary 60 Sheet 24 X 32CM Green $11.50 101 | P65035

### STATIONERY

| Item Count: Write the number of items selected. |  ________ |
| Estimated Amount to Pay | $ |  |
| Value of Items Selected | $ |  |

**OPTIONAL STATIONERY**

- Earbud Headphones with Microphone & Remote Single $17.95 102 | P50712
  - Plug ________
  - 4 x Pen Ballpoint Bic Cristal Blue each $0.60 $2.40 103 | P56098
- 2 x Pen Ballpoint Bic Cristal Black each $0.60 $1.20 104 | P56097
- 2 x Pen Ballpoint Bic Cristal Red each $0.60 $1.20 105 | P56101
- Highlighters Micador ECO Wallet Pack 4 $2.95 106 | P51157
- Ruler 300mm Plastic Clear $0.55 107 | P56414
- 2 x Eraser Plastic Pencil Large With Sleeve each $0.40 $0.80 108 | P58510
- Correction Tape Marbig $3.35 109 | P50466
- Book Covering 450mm x 1m $1.65 110 | P55176
- Calculator Padded Case (Graphical) $11.00 111 | P51269